Budget summary: Defray expenses of conference. Total budget of conference has in past been appx. $25,000

Project Name: Kaohsiung CanStud Conference
Brief description: A half-day extension of the Canadian Studies conference to southern Taiwan. Conference consists of one panel made up entirely of Canadian presenters, followed by a long discussion period and a lunch with local professors. Academics from southern Taiwan are usually unable to attend the annual Taipei area conference. This much smaller scale event gives them a chance to participate. Sun Yat-sen U has institutional ties to Canadian Universities and could become a centre of Canadian studies in South Taiwan.
Amount requested: 400
Partners (proposed or actual): National Sun Yat-sen University
Partner’s contributions: Organization of event.
Meals and transportation in Kaohsiung
Overall goals and objectives: Outreach to south Taiwan academics
Budget summary: Money to cover domestic travel for professors.

Project Name: Film Seminar (Animation/Documentary)
Brief description: Take participants in Golden Horse Festival to University for half day Film seminar after Festival ends.
Amount requested: 300
Partners (proposed or actual): Taipei Film Archive, one University (NCU or Tainan)
Partner’s contributions: Organization, location
Overall goals and objectives: Publicise Canadian film expertise with Film students
Budget summary: Local transportation, banner, handouts.

Project Name: Aboriginal Studies Conference(s)
Brief description: Both Shun Ye Museum of Taiwanese Aborigines and Academia Sinica Institute for Ethnic Studies hold large annual conferences on Aboriginal affairs. Canadian participants have generally been overlooked. CTOT would ensure prominent Canadian participation at year 2000 conferences.
Amount requested: 1,000
Partners (proposed or actual): Shun Ye Museum or Academia Sinica
Partner’s contributions: Organization of event
accommodation and meals for participants
Overall goals and objectives: build academic links in Native Studies
Budget summary: accommodation in Taipei